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Here is a list of phenomenon which show recent 
creation and cataclysm in a direct way. Most of 
these things that require no professional expertise 
to see but are perfectly grounded. I have listed 
instances where: 
 
'if ___ was MYO (millions years old), it would look 
or be ____. It is not that way, therefore it cannot be 
MYO.'  
 
1, polar ice core turbidity. Even the 'oldest' samples 
show turbidity at the bottom...like the most recent 
ones!  Turbidity points to a cataclysmic event at the 
same time in the past. 
 
2, the life span of comets. It is 10K at most. NASA is 
at its weakest here, claiming there is a 'cloud' 
somewhere that they keep coming out of.  The 
cloud is said to be at the edge of our system, but 
there is no known force that would send them our 
way. 
 

3, the slight S shape of galaxies. If they were MYO, 
they would be blurred concentricities (rings within 
rings, center to edge) 
 
4, the jagged 'finish' of granite at Ayers Rock, 
Australia. All the crystaline finish is recent, not 
dulled. Ayers is a J-shape bent piece, mostly 
underground. What conditions were recent that 
were huge enough to bend granitics? 
 
5, the lime acidity at Mammoth Caves is not 
enough to have made holes, caverns, openings the 
size that it is. Massive amounts of water did so 
rapidly. 
 
6, Beta-pleated collagens are found in dinosaur 
tissue. The 'adhesive' does not last more than 10K 
years. This is acknowledged in a Jan. 2017 LA Times 
article, even though the uniformitarian scientist 
thinks the DNA itself in the proteins will say 
otherwise. 
 
7, radiation levels on our outer two planets. They 
were found to be too low for MYO, based on half-
life calculations. Velikovsky called this right before 
we got there with space craft. If they were MYO, 
they would have disintegrated—vaporized—from 
the amount of radiation present MYO. 
 
8, crumbly Cascadia mountains. They would be 
duney and smoothed if they were MYO. The 
surfaces we see don't show MY of being under ice 
or being tropical areas because they are all too 
recent. The national park understanding of Lake 
Morse collapse dates about 10K ago, so why would 
that happen by itself, isolated, unrelated to all the 
other cataclysmic things that Catastrophic Plate 
Tectonic scientists say happen and recently? 
Where did the ice come from suddenly? Why did it 
disappear suddenly? 
 
9, Leviathan--Behemoth--The Dragon. There are 
several historical records like Herodotus, Marco 
Polo, Alexander the Great, where it would be quite 
a surprise if the person went into 'fantasy' mode 
just to mention a huge creature. They had 
impressed people quite enough with accounts of 
the far lands they had visited!  The Dragon theme is 
all around the world, very often reporting the 
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flame-throwing feature. Recently a native 
northwest American stone glyph was found in 
which Raven (Creator) is defeating a dragon. 
Interactions with dinosaurs figured greatly in the 
13K Naszca stones. The passages in Job and Psalms 
are from 4000 and 3000 years ago. Velikovsky 
notes that one recent planetary collision was called 
the Battle of the Dragon in the texts referring to it.  
  To be clear, what is interesting about this 
item in relation to recent creation and cataclysm is 
the trajectory of decline or disappearance. It 
should be compared to the age spans mentioned in 
Genesis after the cataclysm of Noah. If the fact of 
dragons was too far back, there would be almost 
no mention of them. However, it was more recent 
but this climate is unsuited for them. 
  Further re the flame throwing: the 1/2" 
bombardier beetle is able to emit a 212 degree 
substance when it makes confrontations. The 
creature is not that temperature as a rule! One 
dinosaur scientist has been investigating the group 
that has 'domes' on their heads and whether this 
was the location of liquid material that would 
explode upon contact with oxygen, which is a 
known. 

Human-dinosaur interaction is discussed by 
Dr. Dennis Swift, from various places around the 
world. 
 
10, The 'pile-up' of Patagonia. 
Dr. H. Brown, Logistics, US DOD, did an early 1980s 
video on the concept of Catastrophic Plate 
Tectonics. (Actually the film is on several geologic 
anomalies around the world that point to CPT). 
There was an interesting one about Patagonia's 
mountains because they are neither magmatic 
granite like Yosemite (when the pile up happened) 
nor are they layered. He said that the blocks or 
pieces appear to have been slammed together and 
the mountains are the result of being pushed up 
intact. He explained that a speed of 50-60 mph was 
needed for the shapes they have; if it had 
happened at a slower speed, the pile would have a 
different shape.  
  In this example, it is the speed that matters 
rather than the amount of time. They were not the 
result of slow movement. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
DELUGE OF SUSPICIONS is a drama-enclosed 
discussion of catastrophism, in which the actual 
geology of the earth shakes the lives of the main 
contemporary characters.  It is available at 
amazon.com. 
 
MR. SANFORD has an M. Christian Studies from 
Regent College, Vancouver, BC, and is an medical 
oxygen technician.  He is also interested in hearing 
from anyone on the north Olympic peninsula who 
may have a location where a roadside catastrophic 
geology information board can be placed for 
outreach to the public.  You can reach him at 
ask@interplans.net. 
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LINK TO FURTHER LISTS AT AN ONLINE FORUM: 
 
The following link will take you to a discussion 
thread on this same topic, but the list has reached 
#37 items.  Not all of them are as directly-
observable as above.   
 
https://theologyforums.com/index.php?threads/di
rect-indications-of-recent-creation-please-
contribute.4033/page-39 
 

 
Here are the titles, continuing the above list: 
 
1, polar ice core turbidity 
2, comet life-spans 
3, the S shape of galaxies 
4, the sharp finish of granite 
5, lime acidity at, for ex., Mammoth Caves 
6, Beta-pleated collagens in dinosaur tissue 
7, the radiation levels of two outer planets 
8, crumbly Cascadia 
9, human-dinosaur interaction 
10, the extreme pile-up of some ranges 
11, isochron dating of recent volcanic materials 
12, rapid sediment deposit creating polystrate fossils 
(through p4, next p7) 
13, cross-sections of crust-range mountain streams 
14, live specimens of "MY old" fossils (for ex., the 
chimera found in Brazil) 
15, rapid movement of plates and slurries vs. far-
removed fossils due to incremental movement 
16, ocean salinity 
17, our sun's life span 
18, recent giantism artefacts, post #176 
19, petrification in weeks or years, post #178 
19 exs. from gemnology, post #181 
20, paleosol formations (specialized), post #183 
21, limited genetic diversity, #252 
22, missing links missing, #354 
23, protein oxidation @ 10KY, #363 
24, ark structures visible, #380 
25, collagen readings gone in a few thousand years, 
#429, cp 23 
27, ancient literary 1st-hand references to 'worlds 
colliding' (Velikovsky), #431 
28, mass mammoth death, big ice and permafrost 6KYA-
-Shipley (NatGeo) #433 
29, human mutation rate @ 63 / generation limits # of 
generations to the hundreds, #434 

30, the energy depletion of Saturn, its moon Encilidus, 
and ‘blue-stragglers’ 
31, unresolved Colorado uplift dating 
32, Saturn’s rings are too clean to be MYs 
33, electromagnetism depletion rate 
34, Titan’s methane level (a moon of Saturn)  
35, the characteristics of the Kuyper belt  
36, details of Greenland’s ice pack show that the 
turbidity rate can affect the dating as much as 300x.  
9300 years / 300 = 31 years per layer is plausible.  
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